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Abstract—Federated learning (FL) can protect data privacy
but has difficulties in motivating user equipment (UE) to engage
in task training. This paper proposes a Bertrand-game based
framework to address the incentive problem, where a model
owner (MO) issues an FL task and the employed UEs help
train the model by using their local data. Specially, we consider
the impact of time-varying task load and channel quality on
UE’s motivation to engage in the FL task. We adopt the finitestate discrete-time Markov chain (FSDT-MC) to predict these
parameters during the FL task. Depending on the performance
metrics set by the MO and the estimated energy cost of the
FL task, each UE seeks to maximize its profit. We obtain the
Nash equilibrium (NE) of the game in closed form, and develop
a distributed iterative algorithm to find it. Finally, simulation
result verifies the effectiveness of the proposed approach.
Index Terms—Machine learning, federated learning, resource
allocation, Bertrand game, Nash equilibrium.

I. I NTRODUCTION

F

EDERATED learning (FL) [1] is a distributed machine
learning (ML) framework that allows multiple clients to
collaboratively train an ML model without exposing their raw
data. In FL framework, a model owner (MO) first sends a
global model to edge or mobile clients. Then the clients can
train the model with their local data and transmit the updated
model parameters to the MO for a new aggregated model. This
process iterates until the required accuracy is achieved.
Although FL protects data privacy, it causes additional
energy cost of clients for model training and parameter transmission, thus limiting their motivation to engage in FL [2]. To
address this issue, a Stackelberg game is proposed in [3] to
encourage clients to reduce the completion time of FL tasks.
In [4], a reinforcement learning-based incentive mechanism is
designed to find the optimal pricing and training strategies
for the clients. In [5], a Stackelberg game is proposed to
motivate the MO and clients to build a high-quality FL model.
However, several strong assumptions were made in the above
works, e.g., the clients have invariant task loads and channel
quality during an FL task. These assumptions apply only
to situations where the clients are computationally powerful
edge servers connected with the wired networks. When the
clients are mobile UEs, the energy and computation power
are normally limited, thus the influence of time-varying task
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load and channel quality on their motivation to engage in FL
may be considered.
Against the above background, this paper proposes a
Bertrand-game [6] based framework to motivate UEs to engage
in FL [7] [8], which considers the changes of task load and
channel quality of UEs during an FL task. Firstly, given the
performance metrics set by the MO, we show that the energy
cost of a UE depends not only on the FL-task load but
also on its existing-task load. We characterize the dynamic
of user’s future task load as an FSDT-MC [9]. Then, the
energy cost of a UE caused by multiple rounds of local
training can be predicted. Furthermore, we employ another
FSDT-MC to describe the channel fading between a UE and
the MO, as it has been widely used to simulate Rayleigh
fading channels [10]. Then, the energy cost of the UE caused
by multiple rounds of parameter transmission can also be
estimated. Depending on the predicted overall energy cost for
model training and parameter transmission, the UEs can charge
the MO independently for the resource usage. At the NE of the
game, the MO achieves a set of specified performance metrics
with the minimum total payment, while each UE seeks the
best price to maximize its own profit. The contribution of this
paper is as follows:
1) By integrating the FSDT-MC based task load and channel
quality prediction method, a Bertrand game is proposed to help
motivate UEs to engage in FL based on the estimated overall
energy cost.
2) The NE of the game is addressed in closed form, and an
effective iterative algorithm is designed to obtain the NE in a
distributed manner.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
The considered FL system consists of one MO and a set K
of K mobile UEs. The MO can communicate with the UEs
via direct wireless links. Each UE k (∀k ∈ K) stores a local
dataset Dk of size |Dk |, and the ith data sample in set Dk is
represented by dk,i = {xk,i , yk,i }, ∀dk,i ∈ Dk . Let φ (dk,i ; w)
denote the global loss function of the MO, where w is the
model parameter. To minimize φ (dk,i ; w) without sharing the
data of the UEs, the MO can use the FL algorithm FedAVG
[1] as given below.
Step 1) The MO broadcasts the initial model parameter w
to all the UEs in set K.
Step 2) Each UE k can continue to train w on the local
dataset Dk and solve the local optimal model wk by addressing
the following problem [11]
P|D |
(1)
minwk |D1k | i=1k φk (dk,i ; wk ) , ∀dk,i ∈ Dk .
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On condition that φk (dk,i ; wk ) is convex, problem (1) can
be solved by using an iterative approach. Let w∗k denote the
optimal solution to problem (1). From [1], we know that UE k
can use arbitrary optimization algorithms (such as the Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD)) to attain a relative accuracy θk for
problem (1), such that E [φk (dk,i ; wk ) − φk (dk,i ; w∗k )] ≤ θk .
To achieve θk , the general upper bound on the required number
of local iterations Ik is given by [1]
Ik (θk ) = ηk log (1/θk ) , ∀k ∈ K,

(2)

where ηk ≥ 0 is a parameter set by UE k.
Step 3) After each round of local training, each UE k
transmits the updated wk to the MO via
link. The MO
Pwireless
K
|Dk |
can update the global model as w = k=1 |D| wk , where D
SK
= k=1 Dk , and then broadcasts the updated w to all the UEs
to repeat the above process.
After several rounds of the global update, the MO can find
the model parameter w to minimize the global loss function
φ (dk,i ; w). Let w∗ denote the optimal solution to the global
problem. We use ǫ (0 ≤ ǫ ≤ 1) to represent the global relative
accuracy which characterizes the quality of the solution w to
the global problem as it produces a random output satisfying
E[φ (dk,i ; w) − φ (dk,i ; w∗ )] ≤ ǫ. Due to the heterogeneity of
the UEs, the upper bound of the number of global iterations
I g to implement ǫ is given by [1]
ζ log( 1ǫ )
, ∀k ∈ K,
1 − maxk θk
where ζ > 0 is a constant specified by the MO.
I g (ǫ, θk ) =

(3)

A. Energy cost for model training
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From eq. (4), we know that Ek,t
depends not only on the
FL-task load fk but also on the EX-task load fkex , which causes
the UEs to produce the same amount of CPU cycles, i.e., Ck
F
but consume different amount of energy Ek,t
. It will affect
the pricing strategy of the UEs in the game. It is noted that
the fluctuation of the task load in the UE over a short period
(e.g., a few tens of seconds) has some kind of randomness,
but the task loads in the adjacent time periods may have a
strong correlation [12]. Next, we propose an FSDT-MC based
ex
method [9] to predict the dynamic of fk,t
during the FL period.
Therefore, each UE can estimate its energy cost for model
training and set the price for the resource usage.

1) From ref. [12], we know that the workload fluctuation
of a machine over a longer period (e.g., a few minutes)
has a strong periodicity, while the workload fluctuation
over a shorter period (e.g., a few tens of seconds) has
a certain randomness, but the workloads in the adjacent
time periods have a strong correlation.
2) In this paper, the time spent for a single round of local
training is T trn = 2s, the time spent for a single round
of parameter transmission is T com = 0.2s, and the total
number of local training sessions is I g = 10. Therefore,
the total time required to complete a federated learning
(FL) task is T = I g (T trn + T com ) = 22s.
3) In the proposed game, the UEs must determine the price
of the consumed resource during a FL task. In order
to capture the short-term dynamic of users’ workload
during the task, we set the observation interval and
update period of QFk to T = 22s (as stated in the
response to your last question), and QFk can be timely
updated by the workload changes collected at runtime.
ex
According to [9], we discretize the value space of fk,t
(0 ≤
max
≤ f ) into M equal-width bins as F = {F1 , · · · , FM },
m−1 max
f
(1 ≤ m ≤ M ) represents a state
where Fm = M−1
of the FSDT-MC. Any UE k can learn and update the state
transition probability (STP) matrix QFk = (αm,m′ )M×M every
T seconds by using the statistical method , where QFk is an
M × M matrix and αm,m′ is the conditional probability of
transitioning from state m to m′ . To reflect the short-term
ex
dynamics of fk,t
during an FL period, we set the update period
F
of Qk to T = I g (T trn + T com ). The method to obtain and
update QFk as follows.

ex
fk,t
FL task
Existing task

UEk

Fig. 1. The computational resource allocation of the UEs.
Before engaging in an FL task, each UE k may process
some existing tasks (termed as EX-tasks in the following
ex
analysis) as shown in Fig. 1. We use fk,t
to represent the
CPU frequency of UE k to process the EX-task, and assume
ex
that fk,t
remains constant during the local training session t
(1 ≤ t ≤ I g ) whose duration is T trn . To admit the FL-task, UE
k requires an additional Ck = ck |Dk |Ik CPU cycles during
each session t, where ck is the number of CPU cycles required
for training per data sample dk,i . Therefore, UE k should raise
the CPU frequency by fk = Ck /T trn Hz in each session to
complete the newly carried FL-task. According to [11], the
additional energy cost of UE k during session t is given as

2
ex 2 trn
ex
F
T ,
(4)
+ fk T trn − νk fk,t
Ek,t
= νk fk,t
where νk is the effective switched capacitance of the CPU.
Let f max denote the maximum CPU frequency of the UEs.
The following constraint should be satisfied.
ex
0 < fk,t
+ fk ≤ f max , ∀k ∈ K, ∀t ∈ T .

(5)

1) Define the observation interval or update period of QFk
as T = I g (T trn + T com), where I g represents the number
of local training sessions, and T trn (T com ) represent the
time spent for a single round of local training (parameter
transmission). It means that T the observation interval
or update period of QFk is the total time required to
complete a federated learning task.
2) We divide the observation interval T into a large number
of (e.g., K) small time slots with equal length τ = T /K.
We can use the operating system of a UE to monitor and
record the workload, i.e. the operating frequency of the
CPU in each slot.
T
3) Let Nm
denote the number of times that the CPU
frequency is in state m during the observation interval,
T
Nm,i
the number of times that the CPU frequency
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changes from state m to state i during the observation
interval. According to the following literature [13], we
can use the observed records to obtain the frequency of
the change from state m to state i during the observation
interval as
p̂m,i =

T
Nm,i
, 1 ≤ i, m ≤ M, and m 6= i,
T
Nm

Then, we can take p̂m,i as the probability of the change
from state m to state i during the observation interval,
that is
T
Nm,i
, 1 ≤ i, m ≤ M, and m 6= i.
αm,i = p̂m,i =
T
Nm
4) According to the principle of Markov chain, i.e. the
next state of transition only depends on the current state
and is independent on the previous states, the transition
matrix QFk of UE k during local training session t is
constructed as
QFk = (αm,i )M×M , 1 ≤ i, m ≤ M, and m 6= i.
ex
Suppose that fk,t−1
is in state m during session (t − 1).
ex
UE k can predict that fk,t
is in state mt during session t by
extracting the most probable future state m′ (i.e., the one with
the largest STP) from QFk at row m, which is

mt =

arg max

αm,m′ , ∀t ∈ T .

(6)

∀m′ ∈{1,··· ,M}

By substituting eq. (6) into eq. (4), UE k can estimate its
energy cost in training session t as
2

2

F
Ẽk,t
= νk (Fmt + fk ) T trn − νk (Fmt ) T trn , ∀t ∈ T . (7)

B. Energy cost for parameter transmission
After each round of local training, the MO assigns UE k
a time period T com and an orthogonal channel of W Hz to
upload the updated model parameter wk . Let L denote the
size of wk , pk,t the transmit power of UE k, and gk,t the
channel gain from UE k to the MO during the tth parameter
transmission. Then, the achievable data rate of UE k under a
given bit error rate (BER) level can be approximated as

rk,t = W log2 1 + ∆pk,t gk,t /σ 2 ,
(8)

1.5
is a constant
where σ 2 is noise power and ∆ = − ln(5BER)
com
related to BER. Since rk,t T
≥ L should be satisfied, the
minimum transmit power of UE k is derived as

 L
(9)
pk,t = 2 W T com − 1 σ 2 /(gk,t ∆).

and the resultant energy cost of UE k is
 L

C
Ek,t
= pk,t T com = 2 W T com − 1 σ 2 T com /(gk,t ∆).

(10)

Next, we construct an FSDT-MC [10] to predict gk,t (∀t ∈
T ) for the UEs to develop pricing strategies.
Let Tc denote the channel correlation time, over which the
channel response is invariant. For instance, when the system
operates on the 900 MHz of 4G (wavelength λ = 0.34 m) and
the UEs move slowly (speed v ≈ 2 m/s), Tc = λv ≈ 0.2s [10].
We set T com = Tc and T trn = δTc , where δ ≫ 1 is a positive

integer. Divide the time horizon of the system into time slots
with equal length Tc and index the slots by τ . Then, gk,τ is
exponentially distributed over τ . We represent the lower and
upper bounds of gk,τ by ǧ and ĝ, respectively, and can then
discretize the value space of gk,τ into N equal-width levels as
n−1
L = {L1 , · · · , LN }, where Ln = N
−1 (ĝ − ǧ), 1 ≤ n ≤ N ,
represents a state of the FSDT-MC [10].
Define the STP matrix of gk,τ over τ as QC = (βn,n′ )N ×N ,
where βn,n′ is the probability that gk,τ changes from state n to
n′ as the time goes from τ to τ +1. We can obtain QC by using
the statistical method. The main idea is to take the frequency of
gk,τ changing from state n to n′ during an observation/update
period as the STP βn,n′ . The update period can be adjusted
adaptively to reflect the change rate of the channel.
1) Let ǧ and ĝ denote the lower and upper bounds of
gk,τ , respectively. We discretize the value of gk,τ into
N equal-width levels as L = {L1 , · · · , LN }, where
n−1
(ĝ − ǧ), 1 ≤ n ≤ N
N −1
represents a state of the FSDT-MC. The state transition
of gk,τ over τ can be described by matrix QC =
(βn,j )N ×N , where βn,j is the probability that gk,τ
changes from state n to state j as the time goes from τ
to τ + 1.
2) Let O = Xτ denote the observation period or update
period of QC , where X is a sufficiently large positive
integer. We use Zn and Zn,j to represent the numbers
of times per observation period that gk,τ stays in level
Ln and changes from level Ln to level Lj , respectively.
Following the priciple of Markov chain, the transition
probabilities from state Ln to state Lj , i.e., βn,j , can be
approximated by the ratio
Ln =

βn,j =

Zn,j
, 1 ≤ n, j ≤ N, n 6= j.
Zn

As a result, the transition matrix QC = (βn,j )N ×N is
obtained.
3) When a user moves not so fast, i.e, the channel state
is relatively stable, we can increase the update period
of QC by increasing X. However, when the user moves
faster and the channel state changes more dramatically,
we can reduce the update period of QC by reducing X,
thus reflecting the rapid change of the channel state. In
this paper, we set X = 100 considering that walking
users move at a low speed of 2 m/s.
Assuming that the initial distribution of gk,τ =0 over the N
states is known as π(gk,τ =0 )1×N , UE k can predict that gk,t is
in state nt during the tth parameter transmission by extracting
the most probable future state n′ from QC at row n, which is
nt =

T trn

arg max π(gk,τ =0 )(QC )t( Tc

+1)

, ∀t ∈ T .

(11)

∀n′ ∈{1,··· ,N }

By substituting eq. (11) into eq. (10), UE k can estimate its
energy cost for the tth parameter transmission as
L

C
Ẽk,t
= (2 W T com − 1)σ 2 T com /(Lnt ∆), ∀t ∈ T .

(12)

where Lnt is the nth
t state of the FSDT-MC of the channel.
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III. G AME F ORMULATION
To motivate the UEs to engage in FL, an effective way is to
enable the UEs to profit from the energy consumption of model
training and data uploading. Game theory is a powerful tool
to analyze the optimal or equilibrium strategies of the UEs
in such a competitive situation. In general, strategic games
can be divided into the following two categories [6]: (1) the
production-based games, such as Cournot and Stackelberg
games, which take the supply quantity of a commodity as a
strategy to maximize the players’ profits, and (2) the pricebased games, such as Bertrand games, which take the price
of a commodity as a strategy to maximize the players’ profits.
In the FL system, the UEs have no access to the amount of
resources that other UEs contribute, but they can observe the
pricing information of others to make decisions. Thus we adopt
the Bertrand game to solve the incentive problem. While the
UEs fight for market share through price competition, the MO
can adjust its purchase according to the prices offered by the
UEs, so as to achieve its performance with a minimum total
investment. Next, we model the price competition between the
UEs and their interaction with the MO as a Bertrand game.
The game execution cycle is the time to complete an entire
FL task with a continuous I g -round global iterations.
1) Strategic games can be divided into the following quantity-based games and price-based games [6].
a) Games based on commodity production, such as
Cournot games and Stackelberg games, in which
competing monopolists take the supply quantity
of a commodity as a strategy to maximize their
profits.
b) Games based on commodity price, such as
Bertrand games, in which competing monopolists
take the price of a commodity as a strategy to
maximize their profits.
In general, the monopolists cannot obtain each other’s
production information, but they can easily observe the
rivals’ product pricing from the market, which helps
the monopolists to make decisions. The price of a
commodity is a signal to coordinate the supply and
demand of the commodity in the market.
2) In this paper, we motivate the UEs to participate in FL
through pricing the consumed resources, and, therefore,
the Bertrand game is adopted to solve problem (14).
a) In problem (14), multiple competitive UEs produce
homogeneous products (computing and communication resources) and set the prices based on
their specific production costs (determined by their
respective energy consumption during FL) and
others’ prices to meet the market demand (the FL
performance ordered by the model server).
b) Similar to the monopolists in a oligopoly market,
the UEs have no access to the amount of resources
that others contribute to the FL task, but they
can obtain the price-information of others to make
decisions. Therefore, the proposed game belongs to
the price-based games and we adopt the Bertrand
game to analyze the incentive problem (14).

1) The objective of UEs: We represent the price asked by
UE k for training session t by ̺k,t (in Joule/iteration), which
is the compensation required by UE k for each local iteration
over the dataset Dk . Denote the overall energy cost of UE
k for completing a round of local training and parameter
F
C
transmission by ψk,t = Ẽk,t
+ Ẽk,t
, and the payment of the
MO to UE k by ξk,t = ̺k,t Ik . The aim of UE k is to maximize
its profit in the total I g rounds by choosing the optimal price
profile Γk = (̺k,1 , · · · , ̺k,I g ). This can be formulated as the
following problem.
X
X
F
C
max Uk =
(ξk,t − ψk,t ) =
(̺k,t Ik − (Ẽk,t
+ Ẽk,t
))
Γk

t∈T

t∈T

(13)
s.t.

̺k,t ≥ 0, ∀k ∈ K, ∀t ∈ T .

(13.1)

2) The objective of the MO: The MO aims to achieve its
performance (including the global accuracy ǫ and the training
parameters I g , T trn and T com) with a minimum total investment. Let Θ = θ1 , · · · , θ|K| denote the strategy profile of
the MO, which represents the amount of resources it purchases
from each UE k. Once the UEs determine their optimal prices
Γk , ∀k ∈ K, the MO can adjust Θ to achieve its objective,
which is formulated as the following problem

XX
X
1 X
min US =
̺k,t Ik +
(θk )2 + 2v
(θk θj ) ,
Θ
2
t∈T k∈K

k6=j

k∈K

(14)
s.t. 0 < θk ≤ θmax = 1 −

ζ

log( 1ǫ )
,
Ig

∀k ∈ K,

(14.1)

where constraint (14.1) indicates the value space of θk . From
ζ log( 1 )
eq. (3), we can get θmax = maxk θk = 1 − I g ǫ . The
meaning of US is given as follows.
P
P
1) The meaning of the first term t∈T k∈K ̺k,t Ik .
a) Parameter Ik represents the required number of
local iterations in each k th training session to
achieve local accuracy θk .
b) Parameter ̺k,t represents the price asked by UE k
for the tth training
P
Psession.
c) Therefore, t∈T k∈K ̺k,t Ik represents the total
payment of the server to all the UEs in the total
I g rounds of local

 Ptraining.
P
2
2) The second term 12
k6=j (θk θj )
k∈K (θk ) + 2v
considers the Resource Substitutability (RS) in a
Bertrand game.
a) We note that the Bertrand game model is first
proposed in [14]. The content related to the RS
is in the second formula, Part 2, page 547 of ref.
[14]. Next, we introduce it briefly.
b) According to ref. [15], the RS is an ability of
a buyer to substitute one product (hold by some
sellers) with other products (hold by other sellers)
of similar functionality. The RS of a buyer is
described by parameter v ∈ [0, 1]. When v = 0,
there is no substitutability between products sold
by different sellers, when v = 1, the products sold
by different sellers are completely homogeneous
with each other. Please refer to it for more details.
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c) In what follows, we explain how the RS is applied
to our game framework for federated
 P learning.
2
+
The function of term 21
k∈K (θk )

P
2v k6=j (θk θj ) can be explained from the
economic aspect, as it tasks the RS into account
through parameter v.
It is known that a major challenge to implement
FL is to solve the non independent-and-identical
distribution of the training data on different UEs. In
the considered FL system, the model server faces
a limited number of UEs to perform a FL task. If
the server needs special datasets owned by certain
UEs to train the learning model, the RS of different
UEs is weak, namely v tends to 0; otherwise, the
learning model of the server can be trained on
any dataset owned by the UEs, namely, the datasts
owned by different UEs have a strong RS, so v
tends to 1.
d) The issue of statistical heterogeneity of training
data is not discussed here as it is beyond the scope
of this paper. In the simulation, we set v = 0.5 as in
[16] to represent a general case. In [16], the authors
presented the similar RS-based utility function to
address the spectrum allocation problem in multiuser cognitive radio networks. Readers can refer to
the first formula in Sec. IV.A, page 4275 of [16]
for detail.

IV. S OLUTION O F T HE G AME
We first solve problems (13) and (14), respectively, and
obtain the NE of the game. Then, an iterative algorithm is
developed to find the NE in a distributed manner.
1) Solve the MO problem (14): In the Bertrand game, each
UE k first gives the resource price Γk . Then, the MO can find
the optimal resource purchase Θ according to Γk , ∀k ∈ K,
by solving problem (14). Through Taylor expansion, one can
get − log (1 − x) = x + O (x). Then, Eq. (2) can be rewritten
as

2) Solve the UE problem (13): After solving problem (14),
the resource purchase Θ of the MO is known. Then, any UE
k can update its price Γk by solving problem (13). Note that
the pricing of UE k for session t, i.e., ̺k,t is affected not only
by the accuracy θk but also by the pricing of the other UEs,
which is represented by ̺−k,t = {̺x,t |∀x ∈ K and x 6= k}.
By substituting eq. (17) into problem (13) and expanding it
with Taylor. The expression of Uk can be rewritten as
P
(18)
Ũk = t∈T Uk,t ,
P
where Uk,t = ̺k,t (1 + A t∈T ̺k,t − BV ) − Ct (1 +
P
P
C
A t∈T ̺k,t − BV ) − (D(1 + A t∈T ̺k,t − BV )2 + Ẽk,t
).
ex
As UE k can estimate fk,t and gk,t in each session t by
using eqs. (6) and (11) respectively, the parameters Ct =
2
2
P
P
ex
2νk ck |Dk |fk,t
, D = νk (ckT)trn|Dk | , V = x∈K,x6=k t∈T ̺x,t
C
and Ẽk,t
in eq. (16) can be treated as constants by UE k.
Eq. (18) shows that any UE k can decompose the pricing
problem into I g sub-problems, which can be solved in parallel
to get ̺k,t in each session t. Since Uk,t (̺k,t ) given in eq. (18)
is concave with respect to ̺k,t , one can differentiate Uk,t (̺k,t )
with respect to ̺k,t and set the results to 0. Then, the solution
of ̺k,t is obtained as
P
−2AD+2ABDV
− i∈T ,i6=t ̺k,i . (19)
̺k,t = 1−ACt −BV
2A2 D−2A
3) Find the NE of the game: At the NE of the game,
neither the MO nor each of the UEs can get higher profit from
changing the strategy profile, i.e., Θ or Γk . Denote the NE
strategy profile
 of the MOand the UEs by {Θ̂, Γ̂1 , · · · , Γ̂k },
where Θ̂ = θ̂1 , · · · , θ̂|K| and Γ̂k = (ˆ
̺k,1 , · · · , ̺ˆk,I g ). We
propose an iterative algorithm to find the NE.
Let i = 1, 2, · · · denote the iteration numbers. In the ith
iteration, we use Γk [i], Γ−k [i] and Θ[i] to represent the pricing
of UE k, the pricing of the UEs in set K other than UE k, and
the resource purchase of the MO, respectively. Given that the
pricing of all UEs are observable in a market, the following
distributed algorithm is designed to find the NE.
Algorithm 1 Find the NE of the proposed Bertrand game.
1:
2:

Ik = −ηk log(1 − (1 − θk )) = ηk (1 − θk ) + O(1 − θk ). (15)

3:

By substituting eq. (15) into eq. (14), US can be rewritten as

4:

ŨS =

XX


X
1 X
(θk )2 + 2v
(θk θj ) .
2

̺k,t ηk (1 − θk ) +

t∈T k∈K

5:

k6=j

k∈K

(16)

6:

Since ŨS (θk ) is convex with respect to θk , one can differentiate
ŨS (θk ) with respect to θk and set the results to 0. Then, the
optimal solution of problem (14) is obtained as

7:

θk = A
where A =
constants.

P

t∈T

̺k,t + B

−(1−2v+Kv)
(1−v)(Kv+1−v)

P

j∈K,j6=k

P

and B =

t∈T

̺j,t ,

v
(1−v)(Kv+1−v)

(17)
are

8:
9:

The MO specifies and broadcasts its performance parameters: ǫ, I g , T trn and T com .
Let i = 1. Each UE k initialize the price as Γk [i].
The MO obtain the resource purchase Θ[i] using eq. (17).
repeat
For each UE k, ∀k ∈ K, after collecting θ[i] of the MO
and Γ−k [i] of the other UEs in set K, it can update the
optimal pricing Γk [i] by using eq. (19).
For the MO, after collecting all Γk [i], it can update the
optimal resource purchase Θ[i] by using eq. (17).
Each UE k derives the gradient ∇Uk (̺k,t )[i].
Update i = i + 1.
until k∇Uk (̺k,t )[i]k ≤ Ξ k∇Uk (̺k,t )[i − 1]k , ∀k ∈ K.

Because Uk (̺k,t ) is strictly concave with respect to ̺k,t ,
the upper bound on the iteration number of Algorithm 1 to
reach the convergence threshold Ξ is O(log Ξ1 ) [17] and the
computational complexity of Algorithm 1 is log Ξ1 (K + I g )

6

Algorithm 2 TLA-GTS
Input:
1: The set of the potential client UEs K for the MO.
2: repeat
3:
Perform Algorithm 1 and obtain the solution {Θ̂, Γ̂k }.
if θk ≤ 0 or θk > θmax (i.e., constraint (14.1) is not
satisfied) then
5:
Remove the k th UE from set K.
6:
end if
7: until 0 < θk ≤ θ max for ∀k ∈ K, or K = ∅.
Output: The remaining UEs in set K.
4:

In Algorithm 2, we initialize K as all the potential client
UEs for the MO. After performing Algorithm 1, one can make
the following choices according to the obtained solution. If the
solution satisfies constraint (14.1), the algorithm terminates
and the solution is taken as the NE of the game. Otherwise,
the UE with the highest price is removed from set K, and
Algorithm 1 is performed again until constraint (14.1) is
satisfied or set K is empty. An empty UE set indicates that
the performance set by the MO (e.g., ǫ, I g , T trn and T com )
cannot be achieved by the UEs. The MO needs to lower
the performance metrics and restart the game. Algorithm 2
is implemented by performing Algorithm 1 for K times.
Therefore, its computational complexity is log Ξ1 (K 2 + KI g ).
V. S IMULATION R ESULTS
One MO and four UEs are placed in wireless networks,
ex
e.g., WLAN. We set f max = 2 GHz [11] and discretize fk,t
ex
(0 ≤ fk,t
≤ f max ) of each UE k into 5 levels. By using
the statistical method, each UE k can obtain a different state
transition probability matrix QFk as follows.


0.3 0.15 0.25 0.1 0.2
0.2 0.1 0.1 0.4 0.2



QF1 = 
0.1 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.2
0.4 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2
0.1 0.3 0.1 0.3 0.2


0.2 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.3
0.3 0.1 0.4 0.1 0.1


F

Q2 = 
0.2 0.2 0.3 0.1 0.2
0.1 0.3 0.4 0.1 0.1
0.1 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.1


0.2 0.1 0.35 0.15 0.1
0.1 0.15 0.3 0.25 0.2


F

Q3 = 
0.1 0.1 0.1 0.4 0.3
0.1 0.1 0.4 0.1 0.3
0.1 0.1 0.4 0.3 0.1



0.2 0.1 0.3 0.2 0.2
0.2 0.15 0.3 0.25 0.1


F

Q4 = 
0.3 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.3
0.2 0.4 0.2 0.1 0.1
0.2 0.4 0.1 0.2 0.1
The lower and upper bounds of the time-varying channel
gain gk,τ is set to ǧ = 20.4 − 1 and ĝ = 23.1 − 1 [19],
respectively, and the transition probability matrix QC of gk,τ
as follows.
The other simulation parameters include dataset size |Dk | =
8×107 [11], the number of CPU cycles for computing one data
sample ck = 15 [11], the size of model parameters L = 0.1
Mb, the global iteration number I g = 10, the duration for
each local training T trn = 2s, the duration for each parameter
transmission T com = 0.2s, the CPU parameter νk = 10−28
[11], the bandwidth allocated to each UE W = 1 MHz, the
noise power σ 2 = 10−9 , the BER requirement 10−3 , the
substitutability factor for the MO v = 0.5, ηk = 1 in eq.
(2), and ζ = 1 in eq. (3).
ex
First, we show the impact of different EX-task load fk,t
on
ex
the pricing of the UEs. For that purpose, we set fk,t=0 = 0
ex
for all the 4 UEs. Following eq. (6), fk,t
of the UEs in 3
consecutive training sessions (e.g., t = 1, 2, 3) are estimated as
ex
ex
ex
f1,t
= {0, 0.5, 1.5}, f2,t
= {0.5, 1, 1}, f3,t
= {1, 1.5, 1}, and
ex
f4,t = {1, 0, 1}, respectively. Fig. 2 shows the convergence of
the prices of the UEs in the 3 training sessions.
UE 1
UE 2
UE 3
UE 4

4

3

Price

[18]. Although it is assumed that all the UEs are willing
to engage in the FL task, some of them cannot be selected
because their computing power fails to meet the requirement
of local relative accuracy θk . Then we apply constraint (14.1)
to the outcome of Algorithm 1 and determine which UEs are
qualified for the FL task. Finally, we give the execution process
of the game in the following Algorithm 2, which is termed
as the task-load-aware game-theoretic scheme (TLA-GTS)

2

1

Session 1

Session 2

Session 3

Fig. 2. Price convergence.
ex
As shown in Fig. 2, the UEs with lower fk,t
have a price
ex
advantage over the UEs with higher fk,t in each training
C
session. As the energy cost for data uploading Ek,t
is negF
ligible compared to that for model training Ek,t , the results
imply that the pricing of a UE is sensitive to its available
ex
computing power. To incentive the UEs with higher fk,t
(i.e.
lower-level of available computing power) to engage in an
FL task, the MO has to pay a higher price for the resource
usage. Next, we show the performance of the proposed TLAGTS, i.e., Algorithm 2 on a real FL task. The task is to
classify handwritten digits using the MNIST dataset [20]. The
distribution of the dataset over the UEs are balanced but noni.i.d, and the training model is a 2-layer deep neural networks
(DNN), consisting of one flatten layer, two fully-connected
layers with rectified linear unit (ReLU) activation and a logsoftmax output layer. For each ordered model accuracy {.65,
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0.489
0.001
0.002
0.004
0.008
0.016
0.032
0.064
0.128
0.256

0.256
0.489
0.001
0.002
0.004
0.008
0.016
0.032
0.064
0.128

0.128
0.256
0.489
0.001
0.002
0.004
0.008
0.016
0.032
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0.128
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0.001
0.002
0.004
0.008
0.016
0.032

0.032
0.064
0.128
0.256
0.489
0.001
0.002
0.004
0.008
0.016

1
0.8

CDF

0.6
0.4
0.2
0
0.55

0.6

0.65

0.7

0.75

0.8

0.85

Global accuracy

Fig. 3. The global accuracy achieved by the TLA-GTS.
.7, .75, .8}, 100 experiments (game cycles) were performed.
Fig. 3 shows the empirical cumulative distribution function
(CDF) of the 100 experiments. One can see that the TLAGTS can effectively motivate the autonomous UEs to help the
MO achieve the accuracy goal of the FL task.
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load-aware mechanism. It is termed as the pure-GTS, which
still uses the proposed game framework, but the energy cost
of a UE does not consider the impact of its EX-task load,
2
F
i.e., Ẽk,t
= νk (fk ) T trn in eq. (7). Another scheme to be
compared is the independent linear pricing strategy (ILPS), in
which, each UE prices the MO independently using a linear
pricing strategy based on its available resources, regardless of
the pricing of other UEs. For each ordered model accuracy,
the profits of the UEs using the different schemes are shown in
Fig. 4. From Fig. 4, one can see that both the game-theoretic
schemes TLA-GTS and pure-GTS outperform the ILPS as
they bring higher profits for each of the UEs. This is because
the game-theoretic schemes can price the resources of UEs
based on their energy cost and the pricing of other UEs in
the same training session. Furthermore, one can also note that
the TLA-GTS outperforms the pure-GTS in all cases. This is
because that the energy cost of a UE in an FL task depends
not only on the FL-task load but also on the EX-task load,
which causes the UEs to produce the same amount of CPU
cycles but consume different amount of energy. Hence, the
TLA-GTS brings the UEs the highest profits in the game.
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